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ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER POUND.

"V"ohimè 20 .
J

W. ROYER, n .

DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OP RIGHT

Collegeville, 2?a., T h u rsd ay , O ctober 11, 1894.
j y

C. »ETWILER,

"Wdiole ISTnmber : 1007

said to Clive :
He knew that for one to attack a
EXCHANGED HATS.
and forty-nine disposed of, there were lapidly as it fell. This is equivalent
“Say, I believe we can get the hun man single-handed, would be to fail,
V
eterinary
Surgeon,
TRAPPE j Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
dred dollars.”
calls
for forty shares more. At the to 220,000 horse power. If pumping
so he rode back to the biuffand waited
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
opposite Masonic Hall.
A LOUISVILLE MAN WHO BLUNDERED
next
meeting
the board will consider machinery worked the low economy
“
How’s
that?
Stay
here
and
developments. He thought the rascal
O f f ic k : At the residence o f Enos H . Det.wiler.
ABOUT HIS HEADGEAR.
the advisability of increasing the of 2 pounds of coal per horse power
j y j v . W EBER, H. o .,
Dentistry and Surgical Operations a Specialty. watch ?”
would ride down the valley, as the Oc
capital stock to $500, when they will per hour, or if the pumps gave a duty
“No ; we’d loose our jobs then, and cidental’s yards were in that direction,
Practising Physician,
pASSENGERS
that would not do.”
“ Well, sir,” said a well-known Mai probably invest in real estate. At of 100,000,000 foot pounds, 200 gross
and he was not disappointed.
EVANSBURG, PA. Office H onrs-— Until 9
Their
horses
had
waded
into
the
And B aggage
I t was a 8tout horseman he saw can street man, “I had an embarrassing piesent the hank is making loans in tons of coal would be required to raise
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
stream
by
this
time
for
a
drink,
and
Conveyed to and from Collegeville Station.
tering along the bottoms a few mo experience this morning. I invariably small amounts at the rate of five per to a height of 3,000 feet the water
Charges reasonable.
the
setting
sun’s
rays
reflected
from
a
A. KRI SES, M. D.,
ments later, and he was glad he had sleep until the very last moment, and cent, a month, and now holds $47 of represented by one inch of rain on a
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.
quiet piece of water a few rods away not been rash enough to attempt the then make a rash for the breakfast paper at the above rate. They have square mile ; now multiplying this by
H om eopathic Physician, jyjA TTIE I’OJ.EY,
struck them full in the eyes.
set their mark at $100 per share, and 129 to represent the area of Philadel
capture single-handed. Hastily he table and the car. This morning
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours : —Until
“Do you see that sunlight ?” asked signaled to Ralph, but it was several had but five minutes to get through confidently expect to make each share phia, we have 28,380,000 horse power
9 a, m.; 6 to 8 p. m.
D ressm aker,
Ralph.
moments before he could attract his eating and catch the car that passed worth that amount by the time the and a coal consumption of 25,800 long
TRAPPE, PA. Will take work at home or can
“See
it
I
Well
I
can’t
very
well
friend’s attention. Finally he was my door. I fairly poked things down cashier attains his majority. Among tons—Mr. John Birkinbine, before the
Q B. HORNING, M.
be engaged by the week.
help it, can I ?”
successful, and guided his comrade’s my throat, and hearing the clang ol the stockholders are residents of Engineer's Club o f Philadelphia.
Practising Physician,
J E N N I E M. MILLER,
“That’s the way we’ll catch the fence course until he was certain Ralph ihe moloruian’s bell I made a rush foi Oklahoma, Kansas, Arkansas, Tennes
EVANSBURG, PA.
Telephone in office.
cutter,” was Ralph’s somewhat puz knew where to go, when he started out idle street. As I passed through tht see and Mississippi. The "bank paper NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
D ressm aker,
zling reply.
nail 1 snatched a broad-brimmed straw s out in good style, and there is a
himself on the depredator’s trail.
TRAPPE, PA Will take work at home, or can
But
he
explained
it
later,
and
the
re
From the appearance of the man he ■iat that was hanging on the rack, and bank sale.—St. Louis Globe Democrat. THE ANCIENTS HAD TELEPHONES, FLYING
be engaged by the week.
18jan3m.
J ^ R . B. F. PEACE,
sult was that both the boys took mys was certain that it was a Mexican em just reached the corner in time. Then
AND AIR MACHINES.
terious packages under their arms ploye of the Occidental ranch, and a 1 dropped into a seat and took the
D entist,
k it e f l y in g .
jyj-R i*. JA K E K A L B ,
when they rode out to guard the herd vicious character. Down the valley morning paper from my pocket. It was i i De k a l b st ., No r r is t o w n , pa .
It has been the custom of many
the next morning.
D
ressm
aker,
the trio sped. Clive was not more not long until I heard a gentle titter NTERESTING EXPERIMENTS WITH THEM people to belittle the ancients by as
I® “Gas administered.
Arriving at their stations on the op than a quarter of a mile behind the ing from some dry goods clerks in the
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Will take work
AT GREAT HEIGHTS.
suming that they knew hut little of
at home, or can be engaged by the week.
posite bluffs, each, during the inter cutter, and his horse being fresh, he seat behind me. They kept it up and
^ jlieapcst Dentist in Norristown«
mechanics, certainly not so much as
vals when no stray steer needed chas was fast overtaking him. Ralph on somehow I got the idea into my head
It is :one of the most difficult under we do. The builders of the pyramids
N. S. Borneman, D. D. S.,
S. L. PUGH,
ing into line, erected a peculiar appar the other side of the ridge was racing that they were laughing at me.
takings imaginable to even approxi have been described by modern
209 S w e d e S t r e e t , (firs t house
TRAPPE, P a ., Attends to laying out the atus. I f was not complicated. Simply along nearly abreast of the pursued.
After a while I turned fiercely to
mately
estimate the height of a kite guessei'8 as making their calculations
dead,
shroud-making,
&c.
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, P a .
a piece of mirror fastened by two
Suddenly the Mexican, for it was he, one of them and asked what it was hove the earth. This is on account and carrying on the most wonderful
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
strings to two poles, a yard or more looking around, saw the boy behind that seemed to amuse him so. He
/r The,.,?nly P,ace where Pure Nitrous Oxide JO H N O. ZIMMERMAN,
apart.
The poles were sharpened at him, and recognizing the cow-boy trembled and managed to gasp out of the fact that objects floating in the engineering operations with the aid of
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from
* —TEACHER OF—
the lower end so that they could read dress, realized at once that he was be that I had on my wife’s hat. It was air seem to be farther away than they pools of water for obtaining levels and
*° ?10- English and German spoken.
eally are. It may be safely said that
Piano, Organ and Singing, ily be stuck into the tough sod and yet ing followed. He was evidently un even so, and there was one of those ,800 feet is the maximum altitude by star angels ;• they could not, it was
assumed, have instruments except the
changed easily from one place to an armed, having thought he could sneak long, gaudy, yellow pins that women
P
G. HOBSON,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
single
kite.
A
kite
flying
at
the
most crude. So also the old Chinese
Dealer in the best makes of Pianos and Organs. other.
away unseen, and was unprepared for use to keep their headgear in position, eight mentioned will appear, even to were mere rude workmen, although it
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
A moment sufficed to fix the look- a fight. He had ridden so slowly that sticking in it. I was so mad that I
NORRISTOWN - a n d . COLLEGEVILLE. ^ n . m . BUNDER,
conservative observer, to be nearly, s well known tiiat they discovered the
glsss so that a bright ray of sun Clive was only twenty-five rods behind jerked it off and threw it into the
All legal business attended to promptly. Firstnot quite a half mile above the precession of the equinoxes over 2,000
light was sent across the valley to the him when recognized.
street. Then everybody in the car
class Stock Fire Insurance Companies reprePiano
Tuner,
surface
of the earth, but a careful years ago. Of late evidence had been
sented. At home, Collegeville, every evening.
323 CHESTNUT STREET, POTTSTOWN, PA. other station and the "wide-brimmed
Digging the spurs into the horse roared, and I felt truly furious. When measurement of the string and its slowly coming out that tends to show
Graduate of New England Conservatory of sombreo bats served excellently for with a force which caused the animal 1 reached a hat store I stepped in and angle will quickly prove that it could
jgDW ARD E. LONG,
the ancients as perhaps having as
Music, Boston, Mass., and Factory of Hallet, shutting off and letting shine the light
Da' is & Co.
9
to spring into the air with pain, the bought me a hat of the masculine not have been more than a fourth of much, if not more, than we have. So
if
desired.
Orders left at this office will be attended to
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
Mexican lurged forward. Clive urged variety. Several hours afterward my mile above the ground.
the following from the New York
“Dash—dot—dash,” said Ralph to his pony into a still faster pace and the wife dropped in at the store, and she
a n d N o t a r y P u b l ic . Settlement of Estates a
Ordinarily,
a
kite
will
go
no
higher,
Evening Star, an influential daily
Specialty. Also general Real Estate Business. M U S I C A L i n s t r u c t i o n .
himself referring to a Morse telegraph race was becoming exciting. The sap was wearing my hat. There was a
even
if
more
string
be
paid
out
this
,
O f f i c e :—415 Swede Street opp., Court House.
paper,
will be of interest. It says, on
alphabet which he had written on a lings that grew in the v a l l e y were pin in the hack of it, and the little
R e s id e n c e and E v e n in g O f f ic e
North cor
Cora H oyer
is
because
the
wind
depresses
the
cord
May
31,
1894 :
Marshall & Stanbridge Sts., NORRISTOWN Pa’
Regular Student of Philadelphia Musical Acad- piece of cardboard, accompanying his quite numerous here, and between face veil swinging from the front, but and causes the kite to really recede
“An
English
officer by the name of
emy for the past four years, will give lessons on words by holding a hat at intervals
it was my hat. I didn’t say a word,
them the little ponies dodged.
when it appears to rise. It has been Harrington has discovered in India a
Piano or Organ (Pipe or Cabinet): Terms rea before the mirror.
jy/TAYlNE R. LONGSTRETH,
sonable. Address, YERKES, PA.
The end of the ridge was being ap and that woman is wearing it yet.
“0. K.,” he spelled out and in a mo proached and still Clive did not see What bothers me is that everybody said that it is possible to arrange working telephone between two native
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
ment came hack slowly- hut certainly anything of his comrade. He him found out the joke on me, and nobody several kites in such a manner that temples whicli stand over a mile
J
H- UNDERKOFFLER,
they will reach a higher altitude than apart, l’he testimony of the Hindus,
Land Title and Trust Company Building, 608
the message from across the valley,
has noticed it on her.”—Louisville
self
was
only
about
two
hundred
feet
it
is possible to attain with a single which, it is said, is backed up by
and 610 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.
B oot and Shoem aker,
“0. K.” A full-fledged telegraph line
Room 23.
behind the fence-cutter, and could see Commercial.
kite.
In this manner, where three, documentary proof, shows that the
Next door to Drug Store, COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. was ready for operations.
swinging from the latter’s saddle the
Repairing a specialty. Harness repaired.
lour, or even a dozen kites have been system has been in operation for over
The boys took much pleasure in pincei-Iike Instrument he had used to
J
MORRIS YEAKLE,
THE STORY OF A PICTURE.
used, remarkable heights have been 2,000 years. Scientists engaged in ex
their new acquirement and grew quite sever the barbed wires.
reached.
When more than one kite is cavating the ruins of ancient Egyptian
A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
prqficient in its use by nightfall. Not
HOW A MOTHER’S PORTRAIT WAS THE
413 SWEDE STREET,-:- NORRISTOWN, PA.
In a moment they dashed out of a
used,
only
the main one is attached to temples have repeatedly found unmis
only had they enjoyed signaling, bu
MEANS OP SAVING A SON.
Estates settled, collections made, conveylittle clump of cottonwoods and were
the
end
of
the string, the others being takable evidence of wire communica
it had aided them considerably- in
attenUon°ne H ^
bu8iness given prompt
attached along the main line, at an tion between some of the temples of
“I will give one hundred dollars for sending, information as to the move in the open valleys, stretching across
the capture of the next man who cuts ments of thè main herders and of the from bluff to bluff. Where was Ralph?
A lady sat for a Paris portrait average distance of about twelve feet the earlier Egyptian dynasties.”
J C. WILLIAMS,
He was due at the point at about painter. Wearied by constant social apart.
those fences,” said Colonel Chensey to other herders.
It will probably he found in the
the same time as his friend—and there exertion and tortured by a hidden
Hinkleman, who made experiments course of time that the oft-repeated
the band of cowboys, who sat on their
Three
days
passed
without
anything
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
slender ponies out upon the bluff near material happening, and now the divi he came, rounding the opposite corner family trouble which threatened mo at Budapest, and Irison and Watson, statements of H. P. Blavatsky that
Room 36.
420 Walnut St., Pbila , Pa. the valley. “This is the second time
of the ridge, his poney on a wild run, mentarily to burst like a volcano whose investigations under the Russian the ancients had all of our arts and
sion of the herd were still wider separ
the fence has been cut,” he went on, ated on account of the lack of nutri the wind having borne to his ears the through the crust of their social posi Academy of Sciences were carried on mechanical devices were true. She
J J W . KRATZ,
“and I ’m sure the rival company is tious grass, but the signals were just sound of the raters’ hoof-beats. His tion, she unconsciously allowed her at Edeenea, Finland, report curious re asserted that they had flying machines.
course was diagonal across the valley face during the time of the sittings to sults. Where single kites could be In Buddhist books is a story of
hiring somebody to do it. I know you as powerful and satisfactory as ever.
Conveyancer and Real Estate Agent,
and intersected that of the Mexican. relax from the rigorous mask of forced up into the atmosphere to a Buddha which refers to a flying
ain’t near here during the day, but
On the afternoon of the fourth day,
Settles estates, collects rents, loans money, and keep your eyes open, boys, and there’s
He rode furiously toward him, and it pleasantness which she forced her height of 1,500 feet, a pair could be machine or mechanical bird used in a
Ralph had much trouble with an un
Insures property In the Perkiomen Valley Mutual
was
evident that they would soon features into for the world to see. made to ascend to a height of from former life of the Lord, and India
a
i
d
ComI,any- Office : No. 8, EAST five double eagles for some of you.”
ruly cow which persisted in leaving come close together.
AIRY STREET:, NORRISTOWN, (opposite the
Three times the artist faithfully paint 2,000 to 2,100 feet, and a tandem tradition speaks also of air-walking
With that he touched his shining her companions and eating by herself.
Court House) Office Days : Tuesday, Weduegday, Friday and Saturday.
Clive anxiously watched the out ed the face before him on the canvas, easily reached the high-water mark of machines. Reading this item in the
brass spurs to the flanks of his thor Twice he.had driven her back, and had
oughbred, and started off toward town, just reined his pony after the third come. For himself he felt that hi to discover each time that he had 2,500 feet. The three experimenters newspaper reminds me, too, of a con
T M. ZIMMERMAN,
leaving the half dozen herders to has time when his horse threw up his head pony could never overtake the Mex lined the face of an old woman alluded to believe that, with a proper versation I had with H. P. Blavatsky
ten to their usual places as guards for as if partially blinded for a moment. can, and as he had no revolver he was haggard and drawn with pain. The arrangement of the kites, and with a in New York before the phonogrape
Justice o f th e P eace,
afraid that the game would escape, last time, with a dash of his brush scientific adjustment of both the tail came out, in which she said that some
COLLEGEVILLE, J>a . Legal Papers, Bonds, the thousand cattle scattered for a Ralph looked ahead—there was noth
But
just then he saw Ralph lean over across the picture, the artist set it and string, a height of two miles will India friends of hers had a machine
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
mile or more over the prairie.
ing ; then ofl to the right, and away
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate
n
his
saddle. Both horses were go aside, and having guessed at some eventually be reached__New Yord Ad by which they spoke with each other
business generally attended to. The
A strong rivalry existed between over the valley on the highest bluff
clerking of sales a specialty.
ing too rapidly to swerve from thei temporary mental anguish , of his vertiser.
over distances of miles with great
the Occidental Cattle Company and point was the twinkling signal. Thejcourse and there was no need to use model, which, though making such an
ease.
Perhaps when the great West
Colonel Chensey. Both claimed the had not used their line much that day, the reins.
JO H N S. HI NSK KER,
W
’EIGHT
AND
HORSE
POWER
OF
is
convinced
that the old Aryans had
unpleasing
portrait,
had
not
destroyed
right to water their stock at Deer and he had suspected something was
RAIN.
Suddenly
Ralph
straightened
up
and
mechanical
contrivances
equaling our
the
likeness,
suggested
that
she
defer
wrong.
Justice o f th e P eace,
Creek, but there was only water enough
a long black object swirled about hie the sittings for a few months and re
own
it
will
lend
a
readier
ear than
Racing to his own instrument, he
R^ HN ™
I0N1 Pa- Conveyancer and Gen- for one herd. So the Colonel had run
One inch of rain falling upon an
head—it was his lariat. One, two sume them after a short rest.
eral Business Agent. Clerking of Sales
now
to
the
philosophies
the
East has
a barbed wire fence along the stream gave a quick flash to show that he was
attended to. Charges reasonable.
three times the long coil of rawhide
Rumor makes the romantic con area of one square mile is equivalent so long held in keeping__Path Maga
and this had twice been cut by the op ready.
circled, and then away it flew ahead of tinuation of the story send upstairs to 2,323,200 cubic feet, or nearly zine.
Dash, dash, dot, dot,” came the an
posing men. The work was done when
J. TRUCKSESS,
him and straight for the white-hatted the prodigal son, who was one of the 17,500,000 gallons, and this quantity
•
—TEACHER OF—
the Chensey herd was out on the bluffs, swer with reasonable rapidity consid
Mexican, now just crossing Ralph’s immediate causes of the caredrawn
THE CRY OF DESPAIR.
of water will weigh 145,200,000 pounds,
Vocal & Instrumental Music, as then none of the men were about the ering Clive’s proficiency. “A_man course a few yards before. It followed
ines, which the unwilling artist had or 72,600 short tons. If one inch of
corral. Bad blood was aroused and the is—at—the—fence”—he made out the
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Organs tuned
hiui, having been thrown with the prac copied into the mother’s likeness, and
Early on Sunday morning a man
and repaired.
* Haply.
colonel had made his extravagant otter words— “on—this— side—ride—down
rain fell over the entire area of the
tised skill that a few months’ training staggering with intoxicated blundering
in good faith.
the—valley—and—head—him_off.”
city of Philadelphia, 129 square miles, was leaning over the steamer’s rail,
on the prairie gives, and settled, as a into the open doorway of the painter’s
Tj^DWARD DAVID,
“0. K.,” he answered and taking a
the quantity of water which would he with a look on his lace which would
“One
hundred
dollars
is
lots
of
monbird might rest from its flight, quietly, studio, instead of that of one of his
Painter and
precipitated would be represented by make one think his last friend had
cy, said Clive Haston to iiis chum look at the herd, noting that the cattle steadily, but unerringly about the
cronies
on
the
next
floor,
was
con
Paper- H anger,
2,250,000,000 gallons, or 18,730,000,000 gone instead of the previous night’s
Ralph, as they rode along toward the were not straggling badly, he gather head of him for whom it was infronted
by
the
face
of
his
mother
ed up his long lariat, threw it over the tended.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. ^ -S am p les of paper herd.
pounds, or 9,365,000 short tons. There supper, when his wife approached and
always on hand.
hove
the
long,
white
shroud-like
blur,
horn
of
the
saddle
and
was
away.
fore the quantity of water represented inquired :
“Yes, but a fellow’d have to be
It caught the Mexican about the which was meant to have also obliter“John, have the children come up
A
ridge
extended
down
the
valley
mighty sly to get a chance at the Oeshoulders, fortunately sparing his ted the face. The shock is said to by one inch of rainfall distributed yet ?”
Q H. CASSELBERRY,
about
midway
between
the
two
sides,
cidental men. Some are Mexicans,
neck, and when in a moment the slack have sobered the young fellow, and over 24 hours falling upon the area of
And in a mournful voice he an
and he suspected that the fence-cutter
Philadelphia would be nearly ten
too.”
Carpenter and Jobber,
of the line was taken up and the rope after convincing the artist of his
swered
: “No, but almost everything
(lor
he
supposed
the
message
to
mean
times
the
maximum
pumping
capacity
The two hoys were the youngest of
At Perkiomen Bridge, COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
became taut as it drew from Ralph’s
ncerity, he persuaded him to be of all of our waterworks engines for a else has.”—Paris Gazette.
Upholstering in all its branches done to order the herders and this was their first one) to be on the other side. He did
saddle pommel, the dark-skinned for
Furniture repaired, pictures framed, &c.
summer in the West. They were work not attempt to cross, but spurred on eigner was jerked from his saddle and allowed to carry home the disfigured day, and is more than twice the total
THINGS WORTH KNOWING.
capacity- of all the reservoirs now con
ing hard to save enough money to re his pony at a flying pace. Keeping went sprawling over the ground in the painting.—New York Herald.
a v id b r o s .,
nected with the city water supply.
P lu m b e rs,
turn to their home, for they had seen high enough up the bluff to see the wake of his adversary’s horse.
A wren lives three years ; a raven
station
of
his
friend.
Professor Loomis gives the average
VERY
YOUNG
BANKERS.
enough
already
of
the
cattle
country
Gas and Steam Fitters,
A moment later the boys had
one
hundred years.
and its life.
ibe twinkling. light followed him
height of clouds as about two miles,
O ffic e s
1224 North 10th St., & 2816 German
brought their foaming horses to a
and as the aqueous vapor always
town Avenue, Philadelphia. Country work
The Bank of England employs over
LOT OF DECENT BOYS CAPITALLZE A
“If we could only see each other all closely, and he knew Clive had not yet standstill, and were binding their
a specialty. Estimates furnished.
started.
Once
he
halted
and
waited
a
piesent
in
the
atmosphere
is
suspended
one
hundred people.
the time,” mused Clive, “ we could both
SAVIN08 BANK AND START BUSINESS.
sacred fence-cutter’s arms for his
moment, while the ray spelled out.
for a considerable time and carried for
watch
the
valley,
and
I
think
I
could
transportation to camp. The fellow
The world uses three million five
r
« • W IS H E R ,
“ He—is— going—south—I ’m—after—
great distances by winds, it is highly
round up the rascal.”
could say nothing, but they could see
hundred steel pens every dav.
A
novelty
in
hanks
and
banking
is
him.” Then on again as fast as the
probable that the great majority of
Practical Slater,
“That’s so,” was the reply. “You
by his scowling face that his thoughts the W. C. Lindsey «St Sons Banking
I t takes two tons of rags to make
wiry
mustang
could
race.
the
water which falls as rain has been
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Always on hand roofing know I saw him the other day, but I
were busy.
one
ton of paper.
Company,
of
St.
Louis,
Missouri,
with
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt All
The light did not show from the
orders promptly attended to. Also on
Abat race couldn’t have been a capital stock of $ 100, at $1 a share. elevated by the sun to a height ap
was too far off, and couldn’t get word
hand a lot of greystone flagging.
bluff now, and he thought Clive had
Only one and one-half per cent, of
to nobody to help me.”
timed better if we had been run by The officers at present are : W. C. proximating 10,000 feet. While it
started. He headed down across the
would be fair to assume this figure the population of India can read and
J P. KOONS,
‘“Say, you fellers,” suddenly brawled valley and made straight for the end electricity,” remarked Ralph as they Lindsey, Sr., President ; Louis H. in calculations, there may he ob write.
out one of the herders, “See where the of the ridge, which stuck up like a rode back to the valley, the prisoner Lindsey, Vice President, aged six and jection to it on the ground that the
Practical Slater.
The Chinese never permit their
cattle is going. Skip out there lively great backbone in the valley’s level walking behind them.
one-half years ; Robert T. Lindsey, clouds from which much of our rain
iA-WN STATION, P a . Dealer in every q u a lity
women
to be photographed.
“
Well,
it
was
guided
by
telegraph,
now, and watch ’em.”
Cashier, aged eight years ; Richard is precipitated are not more than a
surface.
of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates.
which
is
about
the
same
thing,”
was
Send for estimates and prices.
W. Lindsey, aged five years ; Everett half mile above the earth, and, there
Regretfully the hoys separated for
The earliest coin for American use
In the meanwhile Clive herding his
the day, and rode away, each to his cattle quietly-, had had his attention the reply.
L. Ames, aged four years, and William fore, a height of hut 3,000 feet will be was made about 1612, and bore as a
JO S E P H STONE,
It was three days before Colonel C. Lindsey, Jr., aged one year. It
own “beat” or division, the six riders attracted by a moving object in the di
estimated for, but those who desire to design the picture of a hog.
Chesney
came out to the ranch again, was decided to capitalize the bank at
forming a circle about the herds. Clive rection of the corral, a mile away-. He
Carpet W eaver,
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make the part of Pennsylvania in the since the office was established has and north of that city, the storm was
more severe. This is the first
great struggle second to that of no been extremely friendly to the Pacific even
roads. The office is in fact a little snow-storm of the season, and it seems
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hospital. No personal service in this in fact, that they thereby show their ed robbers entered the house of Henry
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Phoanixville, Pa. makers
day for two months. I have in six months in
da against 45 last year.”
which we have named THE RAPID SEWING All-Wool White Flannel, only 30c. yard.
creased in solid flesh, twenty-six pounds. I
interests, and after quoting newspaper Trust fought and bled and bribed for
MACHINE because It saves time, work and Beautiful Patterns, White Apron Plat is, 10 and
am In better health than I have been since
articles charging that the Senate sugar the passage of the Wilson bill, when it
12)^c. yard
childhood. Drowsiness and unpleasant feel
A ndrew G. Curtin , the most famous schedule was made in return for the compels the employment of 40 per
ings after meals have completely disappeared.
Days money. Easily adjusted and rapid running It Shirting Calicoes, all styles, 5c. yard.
Melancholy
The
Respectfully yours.
of all War Governors and a man pre contributions of the sugar trust to the cent, more capital and accords them
saves time ; all the new attachments
Feather Bed Ticking, 15c. yard.
saves the amount of work ; tbe price
eminent in statesmanship, died at democratic party conclude by finding just one-fourth the amount of protec
Have
Come,
saves more than one-half of the old Outiug Flannels, 8 and 10c. yard.
installment and agent paying methods.
U. 8. Inspector of Immigration.
Bellefonte, this State, Sunday morning, that “these matters were especially tion on their finished product that
Nearly All-Wool Cassimeres, 40c. yard.
These are the prices : 3 Drawers,
pertinent to such of the inquiry as had they enjoyed under the McKinley law.
The Saddest of the Y ear/
aged 19 years. The beginning of the for its object the ascertainment, as a
$19.50 ; 5 Drawers, $25.00
Ready-Made Pants, $1 to $3.
ex-Governor’s final illness dates from matter of fact, whether the said
IR E! F IR E !—NOTICE.
What It H as Cost.
The members of the Union Mutual Fire
White Waists.
February 21 last, when he was severely amendments to the tariff bill had been From the New York Tribune.
and Storm Insurance Company are hereby noti When Leaves Begin to Turn is Time
that a contribution was levied on July 19,
A new lot of handsome styles and in
injured by a fall on the ice. The made by the refining company, or
The Atlanta Constitution computes fied
to Think o f
1894, on each policy, equal to premium thereon,
great variety. Your size Is here and
funeral, largely military in character, whether they had been permitted to that the criminal exactions of the and that Audrew Supplee, Treasurer of said
the price Is right for you.
dictate tbe amendments in consider police of New York, levied during the Company, will attend at the office of the Com
09
was held yesterday (Wednesday).
FALL PURCHASES.
Ladies’ Shoes, Light and Heavy, from $1 up.
CD
ation of large sums of money contri last thirty years on crime and on pany, Swede street, opposite the Court House,
Children’s School Shoes, 50c. up. Men’s Fine
We take the following from Governor buted by the company to the campaign legitimate business when it could be in the Borough of Norristown, to receive said
Calfskin
Shoes, $2.25, reduced from $3.00 Men’s
C
O
HAVE
YOU
BOUGHT
YOUR
There was an increasing demand for
Pattison’s proclamation, issued Mon committee of the democratic party to reached, exceed $100,000,000. It is assessment
The 40 days time for payment of said tax will
those wondeiful art books which form Working Shoes, very good, $1.25. FULL LINE
from August 8, 1894.
memory of the beautiful White OF RUBBERS and GUM BOO I S.
day morning, which embodies a con aid in the election to the Senate of not likely that this is an exaggerate! date
cts the
Persons sending mouey by mail must accom
Dream City, and we have supplied it
cise view in part of the distinguished members of that party.” Somehow, estimate, and it may be far within the pany it with postage for return of a receipt.
by a purchase of 230 SHF.PP’S
nobody seems to think that the indict
v 3
^ANDREW SUPPLEE,
FAIR PHOTOGRAPHED.
Demorest Sewing Machine, in Antique Oak,
o i WORLD’S
career of Pennsylvania’s great War ments are going to result in any pun actual amount of the plunder. There 2au6t.
Treasurer.
oo We tried to get 500, but could not. wi*h all attachments and guaranteed for 5 years,
is no chapter of municipal government
Will
vou
be
one
of
the
fortunate
230
Governor : “He was a most potent ishment for thè sugar trust men.
19.50.
I f Not, You Had Better Let Us Try
on record in the world. It not merely
to get one free ? We GIVE IT AWAY
Ex-Senator Wade Hampton, of invites correction and substitution of
factor in determining the political con
IR E! F IR E !—NOTICE.
on
$35
bought
in
five
months.
to
Nell
Yon
What
Yon
Need.
CO
The members of the Mutual Fire Insur
If you do not know wbat a beauti
ditions of the country during the South Carolina, who is now U. S. Rail an entirely new municipal order, but it ance Company
County, are here We can give you Baby Shoes from 23c. up. .
ful book this is, come in and see it
road Commissioner, has been some is imperative tbat the gang, or rather by notified thatof aMontgomery
contribution was levied on
period of the beginning and prosecu what harshly criticised because of a
o o and ask to have the plan explained.
The finest Rock Candy Syrup, 50c. gal. Try
August 17th, 1893. of One Dollar on each One
Children’s Shoes, 50c., 65c., 75c., and up.
Any of our sales people will tell you.
tion of the war for the Union, and for published interview with him, in the army, of the bandits should be Thousand Dollars of Ordinary Fisks, and the
a sample of our 35c. gal. Table Syrup. A good
made to feel a more branding penalty rates fixed on Hazardous Risks, for which each Boys’ and Girls’ Shoes, Men’s and Ladies’
Baking
Syrup, 25e. gal- Choice Rio Coffee, 25c.
six years he discharged the duties of which he argues against government than that of mere dismissal.
member of said Company Is Insured, and that
lb. Old Government Java Coffee, 35c. lb. 4
Shoes at ROCK BOTTOM PRU E3.
Cans Corn, 25c. 8 Cans Corn, 25c. Early June
M. McGlathery, Treasurer of said Company,
the office of Governor, to which he ownership of railroads and said the
Peas 10c. can. California Prunes, 10c. lb.
will attend at his office, No. 506 8wede street,
had been elected, and re-elected, in a demand that the government should
First Snow-Storm in Minnesota.
Evaporated Peaches, 2 lbs. f <r 25c 2 large Fat
In the Borough of Norristown, to receive said
foreclose on the Pacific railroads, when
Styles,
the,
Latest;
Wear
Guaranteed.
Mackerel for 25c. Heavy Poultry Wife, all
assessments
from
date.
manner that won for him, above all bis they default in the payment of their
S t. P aul, Minn., October 1.—Re
Extract of Charter, Section 6th.—“ Any memWidths ; special prices by the roll. 1 lb. Chew
contemporaries, the title of ‘The War bonds held by the government to se ports from various parts of Eastern b sr failing to pay his or her Assessment or Tax
ing Tobacco, 25c.
40 days after the above publication shall
Governor.’ He was conspicuously cure money loaned them, did not come and South Dakota and the western within
NORRISTOW N, PA.
forfeit and pay for such neglect double such
W . P. FENTON,
part
of
Minnesota
are
to
the
effect
from
tbe
best
informed
people
of
the
helpful to the Federal Government
rates.”
COLLEGEVII LE, PA.
that a severe snow-storm prevailed to The 40 days’ time for payment of such taxes
21ieb
Pacific
coast.
His
critics
contend
that
and President Lincoln, and while owing to his official position it was day, accompanied by high winds and will date from August 27, 1894. Persons send
money by mail must accompany the same
222 BRID GE S T R E E T ,
always jealous of the honor and re- bad taste for him to publicly express heavy rains. The snow fall at Huron, ing
ET YOUR Fosters Printed «1 lilt
with postage in order to receive a receipt there
South
Dakota,
it
is
said,
was
heavy
Independent Ollieedignity
of
his
own
for.
M
McGLATHERY,
Treasurer.
gardful of the
G
such opinions. It is worthy of note
P B W N IX V l l l E , - - • P E N N A,
August 91, 1894.
and
lasted
for
three
hours,
while
west
that
every
Railroad
Commissioner
lye
aided
largely
to
Commonwealth,
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Providence Independent, s-

Beaver & Shellenberger’s.

E. S. MOSER. Editor and Proprietor.

J. D. S A L L A D E , O ptician,
IDO 3STOT S U F F E R ^

A FULL LINE OF SHOES.

3 1 DIARRHEA

MIXTURE 1 3

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,

Beaver & Shellenberger

Grand Depot

E sA

S A C R I F I C E .^

You Can Make $2.00 to $4.00 on Suits Bought Noi.

Do Y o u r E y e s T ro u b le Y ou ?
^ F I N E S T Q U A L IT Y O F L E N S E S .^
IF1 IE?, _A. ID
sT

K L I N E ,

Hang on to Your Dollar

A Message for You!

Boots & Shoes

BARGAINS

Ranges and Cook Stoves

£FENT 0N’S3

REDUCED DUCK SUITS.

DRY GOODS !

Fast Turley Eei Tale Lir a, 29c.

F

Shoe Department is CcmpLte

S H O E S

F

CHOICE -•- GROCERIES !

Brendlingers,

The Heading Shoe Co,

213 and 215 DeKalb St.

Providence Independent s-

Lyceum Meeting.
The Lyceum connected with Augus
tus Lutheran church, Trappe, will meet
this (Thursday) evening. Members
will convene at 7.30. Program at 8
o’clock. All invited.

A Big Ifeeti

Smothered in a Folding Bed.

A mammoth beet of the mangel wurzel variety, weighing 16 pounds, was
received Tuesday at this office from
M. P. Anderson’s fertile farm, near the
Almshouse.

An infant child of Charles Baker, of
Wyndmoor, this county, was crushed
to death in a sudden and unexpected
manner about 8.30 o’clock Thursday
morning. The little one had been left
sleep in a spring folding l>cd, and was
not supposed to be in any danger.
When members of Mr. Baker’s house
hold went to the room, later on, they
were horrified to see that the bed lin'd
turned on its spring in an unaccount
able way, smothering the child in its
embrace. The mattress was jerked
back and the baby’s lifeless body was
disclosed. Its neck was broken.

Sunday evening at 146 In Washington
Ws €• Ti U.
p U B L IC SALE Of’ onta
Hall ; Sunday School at the same
The
tWehtieth
ftnhual Conventioh
place at 2 o’clock ; Christian EudeaVer
FRESH COWS !
meeting at 7 o’clock. I t is interesting of the Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union of Pennsylvania will be held in p r iv a t e Sa l e o f F a t
to
note
in
this
connection
that
only
CATTLE ANÖ
Thursday, Oct. 11, 1894.
5,000 or 6,000 out of 43,000 members the Temple Grace Baptist church,
LAMBS.
Broad
and
Berks
streets,
Philadel
in Pennsylvania are said to belong to
W*1* be 80J<!
public sale, on MONDAY,
Open Air Meeting.
Horses Burned to Death.
HOME AM» ABKOAl).
the faction which has been awarded phia, October 12—16 inclusive. Miss OCTOBER 15, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe, one
Prance
E.
Willard
will
preach
the
An open-air meeting will be held at
load
of
fine, straight fresh cows—
The barn of A. Pretz Weisel, a
control of the church property. By
Convention sermon on Sunday even “»«L Jarg e and shapely and in vigorous condlGrater’s Pord on Tuesday evening, Oc well-known horse dealer of Bucks
the
end
of
the
week
it
is
probable
that
tum. Come and see them. Also 2 stock bulls.
—It ¡8 somet:mi's easier to jump at tober 16. Music will be furnished by county, who lives at the Cross Keys,
all the Evangelical churches in Lehigh ing. Other noted workers will fill
We will sell at private sale a CAR LOAD of
a conclusion with both feet
pulpits
on
Sunday
in
the
various
tat
cattle, feeders, and lambs. Public sale of
the Royersford Quartette, and promin near Doylestown, was entirely de
county will be in possession of the
On Saturday afternoon Mrs. fresh cows at 3 o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
ent speakers are expected to be pres stroyed by fire Monday morning.
Bowmau-Esher party. One of the churches.
—Than it is to revise an opinion I
w „
DETWILER & BEAN.
ent. All invited to attend.
Twelve horses were burned to death.
churches in Allentown barred out by Mary H. Hunt will address the Con W. M. Pierson, auct.
vention
on
the
subject
“Reforms
and
—Did you ever observe this fact ?
the decision of the Supreme Court be
Resolutions — their Causes.” Rev p U B L IC SALE OF
Pear Blossom s lu October.
gan operations Monday morning on a Anna
Postponed.
—And yet, some opinions are easily
Shaw, Rev. Henrietta H. Moore
new church. The second has secured
Several pear trees are in blossom at
revised.
Dr. Hamer’s address before the SufOHIO COWS!
a lot and the third at a congregational of Ohio, Anna Gordon, Elizabeth
present on the premises of A. G. frage Association of Montgomery
IiU«red in a Breakdown.
Greenwood and also others of national
—The swallows have departed,
Will
be
sold at public sale, on FRIDAY
meeting
Mouday
decided
to
reorganize
Markley and Dr. E. A. Krusen, this county is postponed to the meeting
Early last Saturday morning A. H
and build a new church. The Emaus reputation will take part in the exer OCTOBER 12 m l at D. H.’ Bean’s H oih’
place.
One
of
the
trees
at
Mr.
Markley’s
Cassel
and
two
ladies
of
Towamenciu
NovemberlO,
since
many
of
the
mem
cises.
All
are
invited
to
attend
the
^
S
c
h
w
e
n
k s v il le , Pa , one car load of fresh
—The trolley cars are coming,
place contains also a number of pears. bers of the association will be attend- were on their way to Collegeville to Evangelicals surrendered the $7,000 sessions of the Convention.
JKTJU.Ohio COW'S, with calves by their sides by
The sight of ripening fruit and of ing the State W. C. T. U. Convention join the excursion to Mauch Chunk church property to the twoBowmanite
day oi sale. These cows* are the right kind in
—And autumn days are here 1
build and quality that are wanted in this sec
blossoms on the same tree is rather in Philadelphia next Saturday.
when, within a mile or two of this families in the congregation.
DEATHS.
tion Also several fine springers. Sale at one
—A correspondent observeth that unusual.
o clock, p. m. Conditions by
place, the perch pole of their carriage
Harry
U.
Keeley
died
of
consump“ it is not always safe to tuck a beau
FRANK SCHWENK.
A $50,000 REAL ESTATE DEAL IM
broke,
resulting
in
painful
injuries
to
A Child Smothered.
tion at the home of his parents, Mr.
Caught a Big Carp.
away under a lounge when your
all in the vehicle ; the ladies, particu
MORRISTOWM.
and
Mr
nephew drops in. Some nephews have
"s. Jacob Keeley, near Black
James, an 18-months old son of larly,' were severely cut about their
Harry Poley, who lives on the other
STABLE
Rock, this township, last Saturday, AT>OARDING
inquiring miuds.”
J For Horses at the Jeffersonville Hotel :
side of the Perkiomen, caught a carp George Marken, of Palls of Schuylkill, faces and heads. Mr. Cass-1 succeeded
THE HARTRANFT HOUSE SOLD.
aged 26 years. A widow and one rates reasonable ; the most careful attention
fell into a cesspool while the mother
given to all horses entrusted to my care : teams
* —Detwiler & Bean will sell at pub in Paist s dam, last Thursday, weighing was preparing dinner last Saturday in controlling his horses, obtained an
16|
pounds.
Harry
was
quite
fortu
The Hart ran ft House hotel prop child survive. Mr. Keeley had been to hireother carriage, came to Collegeville,
JOHN FRYER, Hostler.
lic sale a lot of fine fresh cows from
ill
tor
about
two
years
previous
to
his
and
was
smothered
before
it
could
be
Ohio at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe, next nate, for many fruitless attempts have rescued. The child was playing in the where the wounds of the injured were erty, Norristown, was sold Monday by death,and despite careful medical at
been made by sundry fishermen to
dressed at Culbert’s drug store, and Real Estate Agent Heniy C. Wentz
Monday afternoon. See adver.
NOTICE.
haul out a tew of the numerous carp yard and found its way into the water. the three accompanied the excursion. for Theodore Hallman, the owner and tention and the earnest hopes of near TESTATE
,.Estat®of David Schwager, late of Upper
He was missed by the mother, but too
proprietor, to Alfred Mullin, of Duf- and dear ones, recovery7 was not possi dProvidence
-—Mr. Enos Detwiler, of near Iron- known to be in the dam mentioned.
township, Montgomery countyf de
late to be rescued.
fiy n Mawr, Chester county. for $50,000. ble. The funeral will be held to-day ceased. Letters of administration on the above
bridge, will build a new ice house and
4H* Interest to Insurance Companies
estate having been granted the undersigned, all
The hotel contains forty-three rooms (Thursday) at 10 a. in. Interment at persons
H arvest Home Services.
refrigerator combined in the near
indebted to said estate are requested to
and Owners o f Horses.
Lutheran cemetery, Trappe.
future.
s
fitted
up
with
steam
heat,
and
re
Opening
Service.
make immediate payment, and those having
Mr. Calvin P. Wehr, of the Senior
legal
claims,
to present the same without delav
William F. Dannehower, Esq., has cently Mr. Hallman refurnished it
A contributor writes : Last Sabbath
REUBEN SCHWAGER, North Wales:
—With war in Asia no man can fore Class ol Ursinus College, preached a
Earl, aged two years and six months to
filed
the
opinion
of
the
Supreme
throughout
after
making
many
exten
attorneys—HaUmau, Place and Hen
see what would be the result of the hai vest home sermon to a large audi- evening the Sunday evening services Court in the case of John H. Beck vs. sive alterations and improvements. son of Mr. and Mrs. G. Edward Plank, Or his
dricks, Norristown, Pa.
■4oCCzar’s death. In the Eastern hemi euce at the Almshouse, Sunday7 after ot St. Luke’s church, Trappe, were Hatboro Mutual Live Stock and Pro I here is stabling for eighty ho rses. of near this place, died on Monday of
sphere a dying sovereign may fire a noon. It was one of the largest Sun- opened by Pastor Hi bshman preaching tective Insurance Company, of Mont Mr. Hallman, on the 1st of April brain fever. About three week ago
s t a t e n o t ic e .
day afternoon meetings ever held in on David and Goliah or the Battle of
powder mine.— New York Tribune.
the little boy fell from a wagon and
Estate of John B. Detwiler, late of Skipthe chapel, and Mr. Wehr’s efforts were Life. The service was well attended gomery county, in which the Lower next, will give possession to the new sustained injuries about the head pack township,
county, deceased.
—Our townsman, L. B. Wismer, the very much appreciated.
and was one of deep feeling. - The Court was reversed. The opinion is >wner, after having conducted the which were not presumed to be serious Notice is herebyMontgomery
given that Letters Testamen
slater, has a contract to slate the roof
subject for next Sunday evening will an important one to local insurance Hartranft House very satisfactorily at the time. It is thought the jar then tary upon said estate have been granted to the
companies who have a prescribed limit three years. He has no definite plans
undersigned. All persons indebted to the estate
of a large building in Philadelphia.
be David and Jonathan.
Surprise Party.
in which an insurance is paid in case for the future, except that he expects received was primarily the cause of | are requested to make immediate payment, and
those having claims against the same will pre
A surprise party was tendered La—The attention of our readers is
of an animal’s death. The Supremc to remove to his farm in Lower Earls death. The funeral (private) sent
them, without delay, to
Peddlers in a Canal.
will be held to-morrow (Friday) at
Court gives no limit, as in Beck’s case, Providence.
directed to the new advertisement of vinia and David Rice, at their home
JOHN P. DETWILER,
10 o’clock. All services at the house.
Two Russian Jew peddlers were whose horse died outside of the twelve
Beaver & Sbelienberger, the wide near Trappe, on Thursday last, it being
Cedars P. 0., Pa.
ISAAC L. DETWILER,
Interment in Norris City cemetery,
awake store merchants of Trappe. their birthday. About eighty people driving along the Schuylkill canal, mile limit allowed by the company,
FROM LIMERICK.
Lower
Providence
P. 0., Pa.
Norristown.
They have marked all goods down to were in attendance. Alter an even- this township, Thursday, when one owing to Beck’s removal to Philadel
___________
Executors.
Harrison Bean spent last week in
ing pleasantly spent in games and wheel of their old wagon went over phia.
low figures.
Reading,
attending
the
fair.
other amusements all returned to their the edge of the tow-path, dragging
Ellen Z. Kendall, aged about 46
s t a t e n o t ic e .
—Paris green thoughtlessly thrown respective homes at a late hour.
years, wife of Joseph M. Kendall, died
Estate of William H. Gristock, late of
THE TUBF.
horse, wagon, peddlers and all into the
Mr.
I.
R.
Weikel
and
family,
of
u pper Providence township, Montgomery Co.
into a field on the Carr farm near Fort
on Wednesday, of last week, at the deceased.
canal. The Jews called frantically for
The
last
meeting
of
the
season
of
Oaks,
spent
Sunday
in
this
locality.
Notice is hereby given that letters of
Christian Endeavor Officers.
Washington caused the death, last
home of the family, at Linfield. She administration
help, and some men who happened to the Phoenixville Driving Park Associ
upon said estate have been
week, of three valuable horses belong
Miss Kate Thomas visited friends leaves her husband and one son and granted to the undersigned. All persons in
At a recent meeting of the Christian be near by assisted them out of their ation will be held on Saturday, Oc
debted to the same are requested to make im
ing to Charles A. Aiman.
Endeavor Society, of Ironbridge, the predicament.
tober 27, when numerous trotters and and relatives in Spring City last week. five daughters.
mediate settlement, and those having claims
following
officers
were
chosen
:
Pres.,
against the estate- will present the same, duly
pacers will exhibit their speed.
—At a stipend of $1 a month
Prof.
R.
P.
Hoffecker
visited
several
Report
o
f
a
Grand
Jury.
authenticated,
without delay to
. '
0.
8
.
Gottshalk
;
Vice
Pres.,
Wm.
UnPhiladelphia
Markets.
Chinese soldiers can hardly be expect
HARRIET GRISTOCK, Administratrix,
R. P. Baldwin’s Lady Antenor schools in Limerick on Thursday.
The
Grand
Jury
in
service
at
the
derkoffler;
Recording
Sec.,
Miss
Marne
ed to undergo the hardships of actual
■JÜsep.
Collegeville, Pa.
Winter bran, $15.50 @ $16.50; flour, recently went a mile at Belmont in
Mrs. Joseph Kendall, of Linfield, October term of Criminal Court, Nor
war with much enthusiasm. They iyson ; Cor. Sec., Miss Lizzie Hun- $2.40
2.36|
;
the
first
quarter
was
made
in
ristown,
submitted
the
following
re
to $3.50 ; rye flour, $2.75 ; wheat,
was buried on Saturday last. De
should have at least $1.50— Chicago sicker ; Treas. Lizzie Loux. The so 54| to57fc.;
EED WHEAT F O R SALE.
______
corn, 58c.; oats, 36Ac.; but 37 seconds. Mr. Baldwin says the ceased was a victim of consumption. port at the conclusion of their work
ciety will give a sociable in the near
Tribune.
Red Wonder
Wheat, a a variety
.100, bushels
..
------Wheat,
ter, 27 to 31c.; live fowls, 10 @ 10£c.; Lady is ready to beat all competitors Ihterment was made in the cemetery which included a trip to the almshouse that. took
future.
the prize at the World’s Fair at Chi
at
Belmont,
if
two
weeks’
notice
is
and—dinner
:
cago in 1893 in competition with over 1000 varie
dressed fowls, 10£ @ 11c.; timothy hay
—Twenty years ago Southern
adjoining the Union Meeting House,
The district attorney presented to ties, and pronounced by experienced judges the
Would Mot Testify i„ Court.
75c. to 85c.; mixed, 70c. @ 75m ; given.
planters paid men to haul away cotton
Parkerford. A husband and five
best milling wheat out of the whole lot. Price
ns for our consideration 140 bills of $1.00 per bushel.
seed and burn it. Now they get from
The little daughter of Charles Gen- straw, 60 @ 70c. ; beef cattle, 3| to
Neighbor Scheuren, the tonsorial children survive.
indictment, 125 of which were found
5
*
0
.;
sheep,
2£
to
3|c.;
lambs,
2*c.
to
D. M. CASSELBERRY,
$6 to $8 a ton for it.
ari, ot this township, refused to testify
artist, recently purchased of RosenI3sep2t.
Lower Providence, Pa.
A course of lectures will be given true and 15 ignored.
berry & Son, of Skippack, an exceed
at court last week, in the presence of 4|c.; hogs, western, 8 to 8£c.
—Read the advertisement of the George P. Garret, who committed as
We visited the jail and found the
in Memorial Hall, Spring City, the
ingly
promising
two-year-old
bay
geld
Reading Shoe Store, Phoenixville, in saults upon her some time ago. The
A SSIGNEES’ SALE OF
W ill Change Quarters.
ing. Mr. Schueren’s new horse shows coming winter. The first lecture will management thereof satisfactory.
this issue.
be given October 25, by De Motte—
We commend the County Commis
child seemed to be overcome with fear
The Rev. A. B. Markley son of A. a rapid gait and will make a trotter.
“The Harp of the Senses.”
sioners for the enlargment of the
REAL ESTATE !
—If y o u h a v e a n y t h i n g t o s e l l a n d and could not be persuaded to repeat G- Markley, this place, who five years
county jail.
w a n t t o s e l l i t , a d v e r t i s e in t h e I n d e  the charges contained on ’Squire Zim ago moved to South Bethlehem from
Medal Awarded.
Mr. B. Frank Garber has adopted a
We also visited the county alms Assigned Estate of Milton V. Detwiler and
merman’s docket. The court discharg Jonestown, to accept the first pastor
pen d ent.
new method of cutting his corn. The house and found everything in first- wife. Will be sold at public sale upon the
On
Saturday
evening,
Oct.
6
,
a
pro
ed the prisoner. It seems to us the ship of the newly organized St. Mark’s
premises, on WEDNESDAY, the 17th day of
hibition oratorical contest was held in corn is husked standing and cut after
OCTOBER, 1891, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon,
—In Siam wives are sold after they case should have continued.
Lutheran Congregation of that place, the chapel of the Centennial Presby wards. Whether this is gotten from class conditiou.
all
that certain messuage and tract of land
There are among the inmates a num situate
are divorced. In this,, country they
has resigned to accept a call extended terian church of Jeflersonvilie. The Mr. Garber’s inventive mind or taken
in Upper Providence township, Mont
ber
of
old
and
infirm
persons,
male
never ask divorces until after they find
Matrimony.
gomery county, Pa., bounded by lands of Har
by Trinity English Lutheran Church, prize offered was the Demorest silver from that “Experimental Farm” in the
and female, whom we commend to the vey Gelst, David Hallman, estate of Margaret
themselves badly sold.— Glaveston
On Thursday, October 4, by the of Jamestown, New York; and will go medal. The contestants were ; Miss Farm Journal, we know not.
Cox, dec’d, Lewis Famous and Amos Gotwals,
News.
Directors and Wardens, and we recom containing
Rev. E. Clark Hibshman, of Trappe, to his new field of labor about Novem Bertha Pennick of Jeffersonville, Mr.
about twenty-ntne acres. Said prop
mend
that
their
food
rations
be
as
ber
1
erty
is located about the distance of a mile
Rev.
Jesse
Ziegler,
and
quite
a
num
—The Spring Garden Market Com- Mr. Daniel B. Fretz, of’Ghalfont, and
Charles Davis, of Norristown, Miss ber of the Brethren of Royersford, liberal (as to variety) as may be con from Perkiomen Station on the Schuylkill Val
pany, Philadelphia, has declared a Miss Emma Monteith, of Prospectville,
ley Railroad, Oaks Station, on the Perki men
Mary- F. Weber, of Ironbridge,. Mr. attended the Love Feast at Green sistant with reasonable economy.
Steam Power Printing.
both
of
Bucks
county,
were
united
in
Railroad, and within two miles of Phoenixville
dividend of 2£ per cent., payable on wedlock.
Wm. Martin, Miss Emma Weber and Tree on Saturday evening last.
We
would
also
recommend
that
pota
near the public road leading from Phoenixville
The boiler and engine placed in the Mr. Thomas White of Jeffersonville.
and after October 12.
toes be given at least once a day.
to Norristown. The improvements are a twoaddition
just
built
to
the
I
ndependent
October 6th, at Collegeville, by
l l ^ story frame house, in good repair, conThe judges were ; Prof. A- D. Eisen
.We also declare the water closet in •TrU
Jacob R, Hunsicker, a former Rev.
office, did seryice for the first time in hower and Mr. George Morgan, of Nor
FROM OAKS.
lI taining eight rooms; cave, well of good
J.
H.
Hendricks,
Mr.
Sylvanus
the
court
yard
in
bad
condition.
The
member of the Norristown bar, has I1. Kratz, of Lucon, and. Miss Lizzie furnishing power for the printing of
water ; a frame barn 40x40 feet, stab
ristown
and
Mr.-Nice
of
*
Royeasford.
water
closets
on
the
inside
ling for 3 horses and 7 cows. Well of
are inbeen adjudged insane, and is now in A. Nyce, of Cedars, both of Mont the inside pages of last week’s issue.
good
water
a barn. Pig sty and wagon house.
BARN
DESTROYED
BY
FIRE.
After
the
judges
bad
rendered
a
decis
sufficient.
the Asylum.
The little engine worked very smooth ion, Rev. S. M. Keelor, in an appro
An excellent orchard of about 3 acres, contain
gomery county.
The
question
of
building
a
new
About 6.40 p. rn. Sunday last fire
ing apple, pear and peach trees, all in good
ly i which is only additional evidence priate speech presented the medal to
—Messrs. Henry T. and Melvin T.
condition. The soil is of excellent
was seen in the direction of the Mc- bridge in Towamencin was submitted bearing
that
neighbor
M.
0.
Roberts
under
Wedding
Announcements.
quality
and highly pro. -active. Fences it good
Miss
Mary
Weber.
The
medal
is
Hunsicker left Ironbridge for Pittsbura
Avoy Brick Plant in Chester county. to the Grand Jury and approved.
stands
his
business
and
does
first-class
repair.
The
last Thursday evening to attend a
In the matter of building a bridge and churches.property is convenient to schools
The wedding of Miss Mary L. Hun- work in the construction and manipu very neat in design and bears the in The opposite bank of the Schuylkill
Masonic Convention.
scription
:—
“Demorest
Prohibition
sicker, of Ironbridge, and Mr. Horace lation of machinery7, boilers, heating
There will also be sold at the same time and
river is fringed with large trees, and in the township of Montgomery we do
Prize.”
place one set of hay ladders and one market
near the brick works is high ground not concur.
wagon.
The only thing we can recommend D. Tyson, of Royersford, is announced. appliances, and so on.
In the matter of building a bridge
known as Green Hill with its growth
Conditions at the time of sale.
Ella N., daughter of Rev. S. M. K.
PERSONAL.
to women for the management of a
m the township of Lower Providence
of
trees
;
consequently
the
view
from
J. WARREN ROSENBERG ER,
A Fraternal Visit.
husband is so feed him and trust to Huber, of Skippack, and Rev. James
Mr. Franklin Rambo, of Philadel
and Perkiomen was partially we non-concur.
Assignee of Milton V. Detwiler atd Wife.
R. Bergey, son of Poor Director Jacob
luck.—Atchison Globe.
Monday evening Dr. M. Y. Weber phia, was in town Saturday, on his Oaks'
The bridge over the Pennsylvania John Fetterolf, auct.
hidden. Many said it was the McR. Bergey, stationed at West Milton,
E. M. Cleaver, representing Be way to visit his mother at Trappe.
railroad at intersection of said rail
—The Japanese papers speak of the Union county, will be married on and
Avoy
Brick
Works.
It
proved
to
be
oldest living couple as now being Wednesday, October 17, in Wentz’s nevolent Council No. 25 Jr. O. U. A.
Isaac Mester and J. W. Clark, both the large stone barn on the farm once road with the Ridge road in Plymouth
KPHANS’ COURT SALE OF
M„ of Evansburg, visited Pennsbur«- of Lower Providence, are seriously ill owned and occupied by Felix I. township on which the tracks of Nor
residents of Sawada, in the province Reformed Church, Worcester.
Council No. 961. The visitors were with typhoid fever.
of Sado. The man is 132 years old
Highley, but now owned by the Phila ristown and Conshohocken Electric
REAL ESTATE !
hospitably entertained and of course
and he is three years younger than his
delphia
and Reading Railroad Com railroad are placed, is in a condition
Ladies’ Aid.
Stanley Grater is spending a few
they
report
a
pleasant
trip.
Penpsof
great
danger
to
the
public,
as
the
wife. Their eldest daughter is 108
pany and occupied by Jos. Showaiter.
Will be sold at public sale pursuant to an or
The Ladies’ Aid society of 'Trinity burg Council is one of the most flour days visiting his many friends about The
of the Orphans’ Court, on the premises in
years old and their eldest son 105.
family were away from home at bridge is too narrow, being but 19 feet der
church held their regular monthly ishing secret organization of its kind town.
Upper
Providence township and Perkiomen
wide inside of same and when a car is township,
the
time.
Fourteen
cows,
two
calves
Montgomery county, Pa., on SATUR
meeting at the residence of Mr. A. K. in the county, with a membership of
on
the
bridge
the
width
is
but
9
feet
7
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
B.
Miller,
of
two horses perished ; one horse
DAY, OCTOBER 27, 1894, the following real
Trolley Mews.
Harley, Lower Providence, on Monday 120. Nine new members were initia Hulings, West Virginia, came north and
managed to get out, but was so badly inches from car to the guard, the total estate belongin'7 to the estate of Jacob G. Klein
At the meeting of the Royersford evening. The meeting was largely at ted Monday evening. *
last week and stopped over Sunday burned it had to be killed. The family width available for wagon travel at deceased, described as follows, to wit :
Town Council Thursday night a com tended by members and friends of the
Tract No. 1. All that certain messuage and
with Mrs. Miller’s parents, Mr. and had the other three horses with them, such times. The danger is increased
Xo be Put in Operation Again«
munication from Mr. Sbepp, of the society and was in every way a pleas
tract of land situate^in Upper Providence town
Mrs Gross, at the Collegeville hotel. or they might have perished. All the’ by the fact that a car approaching the ship,
about one mile above the village of Trappe,
Citizens Railway Company,of Norris ant one. After the business meeting,
The French Creek Railroad, from Mr. Miller is Secretary of the Hamble- crops and farming implements were bridge cannot be seen by a person bounded
by the Perkiomen and Reading turn
town, was read, asking Council to re the following program was rendered : Phoenixville to French Creek- Falls, 4.on Lumber Company which is doin<? destroyed.
coming in a wagon on the opposite pike road, the public road leading from said
The
moaning
of
the
cows
peal the section in the railway ordi Piano solo, Carrie Paist ; Reading, Chester county, is to be put in opera an extensive business in West Vi£ in their agony was pitiful in the ex side until both are nearly or quite on turnpike to Royersford, and by lands of Jose
phine Gross, Abraham Weikel, Oliver Pennanance asking for a bond of $2000, and Miss Weinberger ; Recitation, Miss tion again. The road has not been ginia and Philadelphia.
treme. It is supposed the barn was the bridge. The place is a trap, put packer and others, containing twenty acres,
fuither stated that if the same was Annie Hunsicker ; Piano Duett, Misses used for about ten months. The re
more or less. The improvements con
set on fire. The building was insured. ting the lives of all who cross it in
sist of a stone dwelling house 34x44 ft.
eliminated the company would accept Hendricks and Wiest : Recitation, opening of the line will be an import
A SUPREME COURT DECISION.
An eccentric colored man has been jeopardy, and we recommend the
Stone barn 33x68 ft., and other neces
the ordinance, have a surveyor at Master Frank Poley ; Piano Duett, ant event for that part of Chester
around the couutry here for quite a Honorable Judges of the Court to
sary outbuildings. Abundant water
work in ten days and complete the Mrs. Fenton and Miss Weinberger ; county, especially to the extensive
supply,
apple
orchard and a variety of other
take
such
action
in
regard
to
the
said
time, and he has been warned to keep
Iruit trees. The house is two and-a-half stories
line as soon as possible. Council com Reading, Mr. Ralph Johnson ; Piano granite quarries at Falls of French THOUSANDS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE EVAN away
bridge as will better secure the public high,
from
the
brick
yard
or
a
charsre
substantial, commodious, and divided
GELICAL ASSOCIATION COMPELLED TO
plied with his request and also omitted solo, Miss Wiest ; Yiolin solo, Mr. Creek, which will- now have more di
into ten rooms, large hall, with an ell and
of shot would be his portion. A safety.
the same section from the ordinance Howard Johnson.
SEE THEIR CHURCH PROPERTY
rect railroad facilities for reaching the
kitchen
attached, porches front and; back, good
darkey came to Showalter’s some time gTATE of O h io , Cit t of T oledo , )
cbllar and large garret. The barn contains
of the Pottstown coDhpany.
Philadelphia and Eastern markets.
WRESTED FROM THEM.
ago
and
asked
one
of
the
men
to
give
threshing floor, two mows granaries and ample
L ucas C ounty ,
\ 88 •
Wedded iu Church.
him some breakfast. He said °the
F rank J . C heney makes oath that he is the stable room.
The
Supreme
Court
of
Pennsylva
A pretty wedding was witnessed by
partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co
RELIGIOUS.
A Successful Excursion.
Tracts Nos. 2 and 3 being in one enclosure,
nia rendered a decision last week family was away and he could not senior
doing business in the city of Toledo, County and
the congregation of Augustus Luther
buildings, are situate in Perkiomen
The excursion to Mauch Chunk and whereby a church war in the Evangel cook him anything. Mr. Showalter State aforesaid, and that Bald firm will pay the without
M. E. church, Evansburg. Sabbath an church, Trappe, on Sunday’ morntownship,
and bounded by lands of Enos H.
happened to be smoking a cigar, when sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each Detwiler, Benjamin
school at 9.30 a.
- ~
:— -- Sabbath.
ical
Association
of
North
America
has
Glen
Onoko
last
Saturday,
under
the
m., every
Bossert, John Isett and pubng,
after
the
regular
church
service,
and
every
case
of
Catarrh
that
cannot
be
cured
Preaching,
He/oads leading from Trappe to Schwenksville
_ 10.45 a. m., and every Sab when Mr. Raymond Grater, of College- management of the conductors of the been virtually brought to an end. The the darkey said : “ Well, give me a by the use o f H a l l ’s Catarrh Cu r e .
and Rahn’s Station, containing together 19
bath evening at 7.30.
railroad, was a success decision is a victory for the Esher- cigar then, can’t you ?” Whether this
FRANK J. CHENEY.
and 121 perches, more or less. These
ille, aBd Miss Margaret MacGregor, Perkiomen
viewed from every standpoint. Fully Bowman faction and involves church is the same darkey who asked per sworn to before me and subscribed in my pr s- acres
properties are favorably located, containing
Episcopal service at St. James’ also of this place, were united in'the' 120 persons joined the excursionists property estimated qt $ 1,000,000 and mission earlj7 in the evening to sleep ence, this 6th day of December, A. D., 1886.
fertile and well improved land.
>
A. W. GLEASON,
Evansburg every Sunday at 10.30 a. m. bonds of holy wedlock, by the pastor, at this place and all seemed to have over one hundred preachers. Under in the barn we know not.
On the Perkiomen tract sale will begin at one
SEAL. >
'
Sunday School, 2 p. m. Also a ser Rev. E. T. Kretchman. After the been thoroughly delighted with the the ruling of the Court the Bowman° o04»^’
Upper Providence tract
r, . , „
Notary Pub’ic. at
Ttie
sound
of
the
whistle
at
the
So clock, p. m. Conditions on day of sale
morning
service
was
over
the
pastor
Hall s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
vice at Royersford at 7.15 p. m. Rev.
ites claim and intend to take posses Enamel Brick Works was a welcome acts
trip.
The
ride
around
the
Switchback
H.
W.
KRATZ,
Administrator.
directly
upon
the
blood
and
mucous
sur
announced the wedding, cordially in was very exhileralmg and the grand sion, of all the church property, but in
Hnini» Rector.
Send for testimonials, free. John G. Fetterolf, Auctioneer.
one on Mondaj7 morning. Many of faces of the system.
viting the congregation to remain for
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Divqiie service at thé church (Epis the ceremony, and at twelve o’clock, eur of the uatural attractions of the mauy instances it will l>e merely the the old hands have returned With
Sold by J. W. Culbert, Druggist, Collegeville
o r sa le.
copal) at Wetherill'“ corners, near as the strains of Mendlessohn’s Wed- Glen, inspiring. In all about 350 per holding of brick and stone walls, the many extra trains on the Perkiomen
. 75 cputN
A lot of about 2 acres, situated on the
large
majority
of
the
members
Inter
sons
made
up
the
excursion
party.
Shannonville, during the summer at ing march poured forth from the or
railroad and the works going on thebe
road leading from Markley’s mill to the Evans
ested,
particurlarly
in
Eastern
Penn
burg creamery. Improvements : 2U
10.30 in the morning ; in the afternoon gan, Mr. Grater came in with his cousin
appears to be a general boom in busi
sylvania, being identified with the ness all along the line.
story frame house with eight rooms :
ai 3.30 at St. Paul/’s Memorial near Mayne Longstreth, Esq., of Philadel Mingo Express Horse Company.
frame barn and necessary outbuildings!
A quarterly meetiqg of the Mingo Dubs wing of the Association. We
Oiis- Ail welcome. Benjamin P. phia, followed by Miss MacGtegor,
Fruit in variety. Good water. Will bell____
are not in a position to give a resume
Elder
T.
Meyers,
of
Philadelphia,
Express
Horse
Company
was
held
at
sold
worth the money on easy terms. Apply to
Dougiass, Rector.
attended by her friend, Miss Haliie
A. BENJAMIN GOULDY
W ill Improve Your Properly
the Ironbridge hotel last Saturday of the difficulties involved in the case officiated at Love Feast Saturday.
Vanderslice
of
this
place.
The
bride
Providence Square, Pa.
1rinity church : Wednesday even- was becomingly attired in a pretty- afternoon. The roll call showed 133 nor the merits or demerits of the par
More than a Coat ol'
Hon. I. P. Wanger addressed the
ISAIAH C. GOULDY,
ing, 7.30 o’clock, prayer service. Sun traveling suit. After the ceremony absentees and just that many quarter ties to the issue finally settled by the Republican
13sep.
Lower Providence, Pa.
Club at Port Providence
Good :•
day school, at 9 o’clock and preaching the bride and groom left, in the cab dollars will in the future flow into the court, but we can’t escape the conclu Saturday evening.
The
attendance
at 10 o’clock, in the morning ; the C. that was awaiting them, for Norris treasury as a consequence. One of sion that there must be considerable iwas fair, though it would have been
ILL EXCHANGE.
E. prayer meeting, Mr. H. L. Saylor, town from whence they started on the by-laws of the Company stipulates injustice somewhere. Take the Evan much larger if the people had been
Will exchange equities in profitable
gelical
church
at
Trappe,
for
instance.
le a f ie r , topic, How Christ helps our their tour.
that every member absent at a regular
small Philadelphia houses for good, clear farms.
properly
informed.
Make
it
a
point
dam need.-., at, 6.30 o’clock, and preacbSend full description to
meeting shall be fined twenty-five Years ago the ground upon which the the next time “you that run things” to
H: E. MOREY,
------O----7.30 o clock, in the evening.
cents. Only routine business was edifice stands was donated by Jacob let it be known, and Mr. Wanger will
Diphtheria at Valley Forse.
4oc913 Walnut 8t., Fhila., Pa.
Gai ber and John Poley and the main
transacted
at
the
meeting,
including
have a large audience. Mr. Wanger
Preaching at St. Luke’s, Trappe,
the appointment of Committees for cost of the structure was defrayed by made a splendid speech, free from the
Sunday at 10 a. m., Subject : Prayer; A CONSTABLE COMPELS THE HOLDING OF A the
the
members
who
are
now
divested
of
TRAW FOR MANURE.
ensuing three months.
and 3 30 p. m., Subject : David and
PRIVATE FUNERAL.
Will furnish straw for manure or exchange
their property without any equivalent many political aspersions usually
straw
for manure.
O. Y.
” KUGLER,
-------heard
in
the
campaigns,
and
rendered
Jonathan. C’.x E. prayer meeting at
207 BRID GE S T R E E T ,
whatsoever. All but three, possibly
30au.
Death
o
f
a
Former
Resident
o
f
The
early
part
of
last
week
the
Lower Providence.
a
good
account
of
his
stewardship.
6 30 ; to p e : How Christ helps in
four, members of the congregation, Air.
PHCENIX V ILLE,
Montgomery County.
**in 11 ‘ \ tasks; Leader, Miss L zzie public school at ’ Valley Forge was
Poley included, contended against the
In
the
j'ard
of
the
store
property
of
closed
by
reason
of
the
prevalence
of
JoiKi.-on. Mid-week service every
or sale.
Dv. H. D. Longaker died October 3, position assumed by Bishops Esher
A good heater, heater pipe and a lot of
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. Co me and diphtheria at that place, no less than at Kent Washington State, in bis 66th and Bowman ; but it appears the prop Mr. I. R. Weikel is an apple tree in
blossom.
The
tree
has
not
been
good stove pipe ; will be sold cheap. Apply to
fifteen cases being developed. Of year.; Interment at Seattle. He leaves
biing your friends.
erty
was
unwisely
deeded
to
the
Asso
A. K. HUNSICKER, Collegeville, Pa.
known to bear more than one crop.
these victims three have died, one be to survive him his son Francis A., and
EVERY PACKAGE GUARANTEED TO
Divine services at Augustus Luther ing a child of James Curry. The his daughter Mary A., both in their ciation ; Esher and Bowman control Perhaps it is a sign of a cold winter ;
g iv e Sa t is f a c t io n .
or sa le.
an church next Sunday morning at 10 family contended that diphtheria had minority. Dr. Longaker was a native the Association, and the raembeis of say so anyway ; goose bones will not
A good track sulkey, Caffrey’s make. Ap
o’clock. Sunday school at 8.45 a. m. had nothing to do with the death and of this county. He was a son of the the Evangelical church at Trappe, by be so plentiful until after Thanks
Write or call for color card.
ply
to
GEORGE SMITH, Collegeville, Pa.
The regular meeting of the Pastor’s insisted on having a public funeral late ex-Judge Henry Longaker, who a decision of the Supreme Court, lose giving.
their
church
home.
The
churches
at
Aid Society will be held on Saturday Friday. People of the neighborhood at one time owned the hotel at Perkio
from here and some from
o r sale o r r e n t .
anrinoon at 2.30 o clock. This is also objected and notified the authorities, men Bridge and was a prominent Schwenksville and Limerick stand in theSeveral
Pennsy
went with the excursion
The store property and residence, together
about
the
same
position.
A
very
large
Ho- Monual meeting tor the election of as » result of which Constable George’ citizen of this community. Dr. Lon**with three acres of land, at Upper Providence
to Switchback, Saturday last.
majority
of
the
members
are
entirely
S
Phillips
was
sent
to
the
house
of
Square.
Apply to
ofiieeis and appointment of commit
aker studied medicine under the late
J. M. ZIMMERMAN, Collegeville, Pa.
tees. A lull attendance is urged.
mourning to prevent anything beyond Dr. Pawling, of King of Prussia, and at variance with the Esher and Bow
Small Colls, 6 Cts. Per Pound.
John M. Vanderslice, flagman on
a private funeral. He met with no re graduated at the University of Penn man combine, and they too lose their the Perkiomen railroad, underwent a
church property. In the three instan surgical operation for fistula. Dr.
RUDY’S PILE SUPPOSITORY Is mu ran teed sistance. The school building closed sylvania in 1853. He practiced medi
■^OTICE TO GUNNERS !
to cure Piles and Constipation. or money re will probably not be opened for a cine four years at York, a number of ces cited the members have their pas Christman, of Allentown, performed -LN The undersigned hereby give notice that
tor, Rev. Mr. Brownrailler, with them,
funded. 50 cents per box." Send st.i mp for cirgunners and sport-men are lorbidden to
The doctor was a all
en.sr and Free Sample to MARTIN RUDY, month at least. In the meantime the years on the Pacific Coast and ten and it is proposed to build as the operation.
b elts:
trespass upon their premises. Offenders will be
building
will
be
thoroughly
fumigated
graduate
of
Ursinus
College,
College
deah.
with according to law.
ISI jA S T IC Stockings,
'.’**** ’ 1 *,<,r sab- by all first class drogyears at Allentown. His wife was a
K
nee
Caps, Anklets,
klets, ana in Collegeville, Pa., by Joe. W. and the books used by the infected doctor and assisted him in his'pro- speedily as possible new buildings in ville. Mr. Yanderslice is on duty
Samuel Sperry,
Lower Providence.
Suspensory Bandages,
Best Material, Fit
Culbert.
which to worship. Evangelical church tgain, having been off a little more
Isaiah Gouldy,
“
pupils will be burned,
G
uaranteed,
Prices
Reasonable,
LadyA
ttendant.
fessional duties. She died in 188T.
I services at Trappe will be helj next
J R. Garber,
Upper Providence.
NEWELL M’F’R., 339 N. 9TH STREET,
ahan one week.
Pavttl Tyson,
«
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6D0MINAL

PHILA., PA. H. B.—Trusses cartfuUy fitted

A

R A IL R O A D S .

S M A S H -U P

Department of Agriculture.

PEKKIOMEN RAILROAD.

—IN—

Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
follows :

: PRICES :

FOR PH IL A D EL PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.

—FOR—

Milk..................................
6.49 a. m.
Accommodation.....................................8.02 a. m.
Market................................................. 12.56 P*m*
Accomodation .......................................%.57 p. m.

Furniture, Carpets, Etc..
—AT THE—

FO B ALLENTOWN AND PO IN TS NORTH AND WEST.

COLLEGEVILLE

Mail................
..8.02 a. m.
Accomodation........................................9.06 a. m.
Market................................................... 3.26 p. m.
Accommodation.................................... 5.46 p. m.

±JL

8UNDATS— SOUTH.

M ilk...................................................... 7.12a. m.
Accomodation................... -................. 6.13 p. m.
v

N O RTH .

Accommodation.................................. 6 55 a. m.
Milk........................ ............................. 7.27p. m.

We are dally receiving and putting in position
our new Spring Stock. By March 1st we will be
prepared to show the

3LE0P0LD’$ E

Finest Selection of Household
Goods Ever Offered at Prices that
w ill Astonish You.

Fancy Antique Sideboards, $6 00 to $30.00.
Guaranteed Genuine Wilton Rug Parlor Suits,
$35,00 to $65.00. Antique Oak Bodroom Suits,
$15.00 to $55.00. Full line of Hair-Cloth, Plush
We are closing out, regardless o f and Brocatelle Suits at correspondingly low
prices. A full line of Reed and Fancy Rockers,
cost, our entire stock o f DRY
Lounges and Couches. The most complete line
cf Brussel and Ingrain Carpets ever on our floors.
GOODS, NOTIONS. TRIMMINGS,
Also, an elegant line of Stair and Rag Carpets.
CLOAKS, CAPES, HOSIERY,
Moquette, Axminster and Smyrna Rugs, all
sizes ; Bed Springs, Mattresses, Feathers and
GLOVES, Etc., Etc.
Bedding.
In order that we may devote our entire attention
In addition to our low prices we give 5 per
to our Suit and Cloak Making Department to cent, off for cash.
which there is a constant accession of new cus
Repairing of all kinds done. Goods delivered
tomers from all parts of the U. S.
free.
Now we want to distribute some $15,000 to
$ 3 0 ,0 0 0 worth of goods among the people
during the coming few weeks, and to make this
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Closing Out Sale draw the masses, we are
marking down the price of every article in our
large stock, no matter whether the newest and
most desirable goods or the oldest stock, which
RCOLA
will go at half or quarter the co6t.

PO TTSTO W N , PA.

John L. Bechtel,

Even our New Coats, Capes and Fur
Garments, bought just before we decided to
sell out, will be sold at such LOW PRICES as In operation EVERY THURSDAY only. Good
to place them below a ll competition. work at fair prices.
We name a few of the thousands of items re
6sep6t.
H. T. PLUSH.
duced :
Fine Black Dress Goods reduced from $1.25 to
87% cents.
Colored Dress Goods reduced from $1.25 to
623^ cents.
SCHISSLER COLLEGES i
Dress Goods that were 12% cents reduced to
OF BUSINESS,
5 and 6 cents.
NORRISTOWN and Phila., Fa.
Coats that were $2.75 reduced to $1.00.
Seventh Collegiate Tear Commences
Monday, August 27,1894.
Coats that were $5.00 reduced to $2.00.
PUPILS ADMITTED AT ANTTIME
Coats that were $10.00 reduced to $4.90.
Practical courses of study.
Capes that were $4.50 reduced to $2.95.
Successful methods of instruction.
Capes that were $13.50 reduced to $8.75.
Thoroughly experienced teachers.
Capes that were $7.75 reduced to $4.62.
The remarkable record of placing
_ greater percentage of pupils In
Ladies7 Suits that were $9.00 reduced to $5.62.
lucrative positions than all its com
petitors.
Ladies7 Suits that were$10.00 reduced to $6.75.
A. J. SCHISSLER, President.

Cider M ill

\
\

Everything reduced below its value
to m ake this stock go out quickly.

LEOPOLD,
2 5 4 H I Q H S T .,

Peirce^ School
The Representative Business
School of America for Both
Sexes.

POTTSTOWN, PA.

THE

CTOTsTES

Second, Third and Fourth Floors of T H E
RECORD BUILDING, 917-919 Chest
nut Street, Philadelphia.

Thirty Years Under One Management.
Thomas May Peirce, A. M„ Pii. D.,
P r in c ip a l

and

F oun der.

D A Y A N D E V E N I N G S E S S IO N S *

With Stock Proof Lock.

Neat, Strong, Durable and Cheap !
This Fence is unexcelled for farm purposes ;
it includes tbe only clfmp and clamp in exist
ence ; expansion and contraction under com
plete control of the lock ; it requires but few
posts ; having strength, without much surface,
it is not affected by severe winds or snow storms;
It will save ten feet in width of the ground now
occupied by rail fence—this will save four acres
of ground on every hundred acres now fenced
with rails. Upon careful examination every
farmer will want it. We will wire up this fence
for from 40 to 50 cents per rod. Address or call
on the undersigned for descriptive circulars and
further information.
JAMES G. DETWILER,
A. J. ASHENFELTER,
Yerk es, P a.
Montg. Co.

This is a High Grade School, which couples a
good English education with a systematic
business training. Bx-Presldent Harrison says
of it: “I t has an eminently practical cur
riculum.* *
A complete all-round equipment for business life.
Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Correspondence, Cus
toms, Commercial Law, Banking, etc.

Graduates are Successfully
..... Assisted to Positions.
Peirce School is headquarters for the Mercan
tile Community and is called upon when young
men and women are needed for counting room
or office.
_______________
The Fall and Winter Term will begin on MON
DAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1894.
Entrance examinations held dally throughout the
year. Enrollment blanks on application.
Chll or send for descriptive printed m atter coo*
eerning the School..

R

The INDEPENDENT aims to
deserve the confidence of its
readers by dealing with them
frankly.
I t does not advocate public
measures from mere consider
ations of policy or expediency,
but from convictions as to what
it believes to be right and for the
greatest good of the greatest
number of people.
It does not say one thing and
believe something else.
The INDEPENDENT is radi
cally opposed to that kind of
sensational journalism w h i c h
cultivates, and panders to, de
praved tastes, for the purpose of
making dollars.
The INDEPENDENT wants
to make dollars, but not in that
way.
It believes that right doing ex
alts a nation and that wrong do
ing is the seed of individual and
national destruction. The IN
DEPENDENT aims to be on the
side of right and justice.
If you are not a subscriber,
and if you have use for such a
paper, subscribe for the INDEPENDENT.

g
Er

Special attention always given
to news items of a local char&C acter.
Subscribe for the INDEPEN
DENT.
The INDEPENDENT is one
of the very best advertising
mediums in Montgomery county.
For proof of this come and ex
amine our subscription book.
The INDEPENDENT Office is
fully equipped to do all kinds of
Job Work neatly, promptly, and
at fair prices.

S

UNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia papers delivered
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and
Trappe, ever; Sunday morning.
HENRY YOST, News Agent.
Collegeville, Pa-

£ p s>I f you have anything to sell,
advertise it in the Independent.

RYE F E E D

CORN BRAN.

H A V E *U S
TO E R E C T FOR YOU
TH E
CAN I O B T A IN A P A T E N T ?

Oldest, Most Reliable, and
Best Made in the Market,

ORCHARD AND GARDEN.
Among the varieties of pears tbe
Lawrence holds a high place. It is
not so subject to blight as some varie
ties, and is late, giving a crop after the
bulk of tbe pears have been marketed.

Steel Tower and Mill All

Requires no paint, and
greasing only once in
four months.
W e make a variety of Brass
Cylinder H and Pump,
and can fill orders
promptly.

Roberts Machine Co.
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

-FO R

'Y O U R -

C e m e te ry W o r k ,
—I N —

MARBLE OR GRANITE,
P L A IN AND A R T IS T IC DESIGNS,

If 3Tou have large fiuit trees you
—GO TO—
wish transplanted, dig around them
toward the close of summer, cutting
off the larger roots at from three to
T l» 5* All work guaranteed and prices the lowest ; call and be convinced.
five feet from the body, according to
the size of tbe trees. Twelve months
later they will have ' made so many
small roots to replace the larger ones
that tiansplanting can be attempted
safely.
As with all other work, it will pay
you to do a little thinking and plan
ning over your door yard. Carefully
map it out and carefully plant. A
well-seeded lawn with shrubs, roses,
E very Parent Saves Fully 30 Per Cent.
evergreen and shade trees can be pro
Our Children’s Clothing Stands on a permanent pedestal. Its foundation
cured at a comparatively small cost,
is
MERIT.
I t is very easy for us to maintain our unrivaled reputation for
aud will not require a great amount
HIGH QUALITY and LOW PRICES in Children’s as well as Men’s Clothing.
of work to keep in good shape.

II. L, SAYLOR,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

FLOUR,

fen cin g.

tions strictly confidential. A H a n d b o o k of In
formation concerning P a t e n t s and how to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.
P atents taken through Munn & Co. reoeive
special notice in tb e S c ie n tific A m e ric a n , and
th u s are brought widely before th e public with
out cost to th e inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far th e
largest circulation of any scientific work in th e
world. S 3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single
copies, 2 5 cents. Every number contains beau
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show th e
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., N ew York , 3 6 1 B roadw ay .

n
rThppl 1317A
rchSt
III I I 11UUI
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The only Genuine Specialist in America,
notw ithstanding w hat others advertise,

NERVOUS DEBILITY
AND TH E HESUL TS O F INDISCRETION

Special Diseases and S trictures
Perm anently Cured in 3 to 6 days
D | nnn DniQnil Prim ary or SecondDLUUU ruioun ary cured by entirely
new method in 30 to 90 days. 6 years* Euro
pean Hospital and 32 practical experience, as
Certificates and Diplomas prove. Send five
2-cent stamps for book, ** TRUTH,” the only
book exposing Quack Doctors ana others ad
vertising as great Specialists. A true friend
to all sufferers and to those contemplating
marriage. The most stubborn and dan gerous
cases solicited. W rite or call and be saved.
H ours: 9-8: Eve’s 6-8: Wed. and Sat. eve’s
6-10; Sun. 9-12. Successful treatm ent by mail.

£ ACKER’S
Don’t fail to drop In eith
er of our stores, when in
| the locality, and refresh
I yourself with a f r e e
glass of the Oenuine
Wild Cherry Phosphate,
and examine “ Acker’s
Specials” for that day or week.
Complete catalogue mailed on ap
plication. Goods delivered almost
everywhere,

FINLEY ACKER & CO.

I3i and 123 N. 8th St, and Reading Terminal«
ilarket St. below 12th, Philadelphia,

JO H N S. K EPLER ,
(Successor to F. B. Rushong,)

3 BRING ALONG THE BOYS. £

EVERY BOY RECEIVES A HANDSOME PRESENT.

In Albemarie count3’, Virginia,
where apples are a special crop, one
grower thinned off nearly threequarters of the fruit from his trees
last year. He got just as many apples
in bushels, as compared with previous
year, and also received double the
price, as the fruit was superior to any
ever before grown in that section, both
in size and quality.
Those who raise large crops of
onions spread manure in the fall, plow
it under with a one-horse plow, and, if
the weather permits during the winter,
the land is cross-plowed, which incor
porates the manure with the soil. The
rains and frost pulverize the manure,
and when early spring arrives the
plant food is ready for the crop. The
plot for onions should be made ready
now, instead of waiting until the time
for planting the seed or setting out tb*
sets.

= C H ILD R EN ’S SU ITS“

Trappe, Montgomery Go., Pa.

M ertatii in All Its Branches
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
Coffins and Caskets of all descriptions on hand
and furnished at short notice. Chairs furnished
for use at funerals free of charge. I will use
every effort to give satisfaction and conduct the
business the same as was done by my predecessor.
J3F“Will meet trains at Collegeville, Royersford, and Spring City.
J3>T" Telegraph Office—Collegeville, Pa.

At'50c., $1.00, $1 50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00.

COLLEGEVILLE

$5.00 Strictly All-wool Suits and Overcoats for Men
and Boys at $5.00.

BAKERY V

Black Cheviot Suits for Men and Boys at $5.75. Cheviots, Cassiraeres,
Worsteds and Tweeds, in Blue, Black, Mixed and Plain, Single and Double- JOHN T . K E Y S E R , Prop’r.
Breasted—all well made, at
---- F R E S H -----

$7.50, 8.50, 10.00, 12.00, and 15.00.

B R E A D ,

It may seem strange that we can sell our high-grade Clothing at such low
prices, but big stores, as you know, do man37 unusual things that are above
and beyond the reach of the ordinary small dealer.

R O L L S ,
—-<fcc., <fec.,—

E V E R Y MORNING

A. WEITZENKORN & SONS,
The Largest and Squarest Clothiers in Interior Pennsylvania.

141 & 143 High Street,

-

-

Pottstown, Pa.

Collegeville Carriage Works.

Ic© Cream,
Different flavors, during the Season.
Parties, Pic-Nice and weddings supplied a
short notice, on reasonable terms

J. A. JOHNSON,

BUTCHER

I still have a couple of Fine Top Buggies, which I will sell
AND DEALER IN THE BEST
B EL O W COST, as I do not wish to carry them over. Call and see
them. The PR IC ES A R E L O W E R than Buggies of not nearly as B e e f , V e a l a n d M u t t o n .
good build and finish.
isits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on 'l uet
Also a Light Speeding Buggy, Second-hand Spindle W agon, ylay,
Thursday and Saturday mornings of eacl
Skeleton and Express Wagons.
veek. Thankful to the public for past favors he

First-Class Painting and Varnishing at Reason
able Prices.
S P E C IA L

FO R

nvftes continued patronage Highest east pry •
laid for calves.
12jan.
J. A. JOHNSON.

1804 =

The Palo Alto Driving W agon ! Collegeville Meat Store
A P U L L SUPPLY OP

Fresh and
Smoked Meats
— AND—

BOLOGNAS
Always on hand.
'ORK AND SAUSAGE
in season.

AND SCRAPPLE

Favor me with your orders.

l3noly

PAIST BROS.,

«¡¡¡¡Gristook <fc Y anderslice, «tjji

For a

answer and an honest opinion, write to
5rompt
1UNN &, CO ., who have had nearly fifty years*
experience in th e patent business. Communica

Galvanized.

Sow pansy seeds now and when they
are up and cold weather begins cover
them over. They will come out with
early flowers in the spring.
After a pear tree is badly blighted
it is useless to attempt to save it, and
the sooner the ax is used the less
liability of danger to other trees.
The recent rains have started grass
on lawns. When the lawn mower is
used rake up the short grass and put
it away for the use of laying hens, as
they will accept it readily.
Be careful when setting out new
strawberry beds in the fall to have
every fourth row of the staminate
variety, or there will be no fruit at
the proper time. Some are staminate
and pistilate, while others are pistilate
only. The former will produce crops,
but the latter must have staminate
varieties growing near them.

ITEMS WORTH READING.
Though the price of dairy products
is low, it is paid 12 times a year, en
C O L L E G E V IL L E
abling the farmer to have cash for his
o ller
f*
i i IL L S ! purchase throughout the year, thereby
IL L S ! getting the benefit of cash prices.
O LLER
This is one great factor in favor of
FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
dairying.
About one-third of a crop depends
LIVE STOCK.
upon the soil, one-third upon the seed,
The sheep is the only animal that is
one-third upon care and cultivation,
made vicious by petting. A young
but each one of these must be at its ram that is raised by hand, at the
Our Own Make and Western, Exbest to get full advantage of the house, becomes bold and soon learns
others. If either falls short more
cellent Grade.
to attack cattle aud persons.
than its owu proportion of the crop is
All deaths from bulls are due to the
likely to fall short.
supposition
that they can be made gen
The greatest aid to success in farm
tle.
A
bull
that is apparently the
ing is cheaper production. This means
most
peaceable
animal on the farm
—AND—
that the crops shonld be increased by
may
suddenl
3
7
,
aud
without cause, be
the use of fertilizers in order to de
come
very
dangerous.
No bull should
crease the cost of the labor. The
be
allowed
its
liberty;
but
should be
larger the crop the lower the expense
kept
under
control.
and the greater the profit
OUR OWN MAKE.
It would seem that when inferior
One bushel of potatoes is much like
another bushel, and so it is with most animals are bringing so little in
of the products we sell; but there is a market, shippers would quit selling
A Full Stock o f all Other Kinds vast difference between a pound of them. But there has never been
sweet, fresh butter and the mass we louder complaint than now of the in
o f Feed.
run across in the market. No danger ferior qualit37 of all kinds of live
Highest Cash Prices Paid for W heat of confounding one with the other. stock in market, except hogs. Much
The field is wide for one who wishes of this stock, selliug at ruinous prices,
at all Times.
might have been made attractive by
to make a reputation.
It would be a source of much satis proper care aud feed.
Professor Sanborn, who proves him
faction, and not cost much extra
self
a highly successful practical
labor,
to
keep
an
account
with
each
COLLEGEVILLE,
—
PENNA.
field, with each herd, with the orchard, farmer as well as an agricultural pro
tbe poultry, the stable and so on. fessor and experimenter, made over
Money received or expended can be 100 actual feeding tests with hogs of
as easity set down one place as an various weights, using various foods
other. There would then be fewer un and emplo3’ing about 400 hogs. He
Collegeville, Pa.,
profitable crops, aud less stock on found on the average a certain amount
D EA LER S IN
of food was required to make a pound
which money was being wasted.
One can become a famous chicken of gain on pigs weighing thirty-five
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
man, or hog man, or cattle man, or pounds, 3.3 per cent, more food was
horse man, as he chooses, but he must required to make the same gain on
LU M B E R ,
remember that each road to fortune pigs weighing seventy pounds, 14 per
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
requires special knowledge. Our ‘Cent, more on pigs weighing 125
SH IN G LES, split and sawed.
fathers made money in a haphazard pounds, 19 per cent, more on pigs
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT way, we hardly know how, but in these of 175 pounds, 22 per cent, more on
days of competitive effort this cannot hogs of 225 pounds and so on up until
RAILS.
71 per cent.'more feed was required on
be done.
L e h i g h and Sc huy lkill
How many farmers know how, when hogs weighing 325 pounds. So it ap
and where to ship in order to dispose pears a hog fed at a fair profit until it
of their products ? The merchant is reaches 200 pounds would be fed at a
careful to learn where to buy and sell, loss shortly after it had passed that
and keeps himself posted on prices. weight. ■■■■■ ■ ^ —♦ »
.......
He also knows from whom to procure
On the pruning given a tree during
goods at the lowest cost and where to the first few 37ears of life depends the
find the best markets. The farmer future shape of tbe tree.
should be a business man when it
Pota8sio manures are the best for
comes to selling and buying. To suc
fruit
trees in general. Bone dust and
COAL. - - COAL. ceed he should read and learn, and be
wood ashes are a good mixture.
prepared before the crops mature
I t is best to begin in good season so
as
to be ready to winter the bees in as
THE AMERICAN POPLAR.
Corn, Bran, M iddlings, The
good condition as possible.
native poplar or American tulip
Give your hens gravel or some sort
tree grows to fine size and shape in
OATS, L IN SE E D M E A L ,
of
gritty material if you would keep
these parts, and is one of the noblest
AND CAKE M EAL.
them
well and avoid indigestion.
of ornamental shade trees. It has
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s been famous wherever it is native for
Fall is a good time to prune almost
Town and Country Paint,—second to none In
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready tbe height and straightness of its sil> an3Tkind of tree, as the wounds made
Paint,—a cheap durable paint fo r barns and
very trunk and the rich green of its at this titpe will not produce decay.

W HEAT BRAN

*4

A GREAT INDUSTRY.
It is a remarkable fact that one of
the greatest industries of this country
is at the same time the most neglected
n many cases. We refer to poultry
and eggs.
No farm is considered complete
without a flock of hens, and yet the
majority of farmers give little or no
attention to them. They are left to
shift for themselves, often improperly
housed, and with such care only as an
already overburdened housewife can
find time to bestow.
Hours of time and careful attention
to proper food are daily bestowed
upon cattle. Plenty of fresh water to
drink and stalls properly cleaned are
absolute necessities, while the milk
pans and cans shine like polished sil
ver, without one speck of dirt. All
of this takes time, and it is time well
spent ; without it, financial loss
would certainly follow.
How much time is spent upon the
hens ? A little corn is thrown to
them in the morning, and again—per
haps—at night. The coop is not
cleaned once in six months ; perhaps
not once in a year. And yet, in tbe
face of all this, the busy hen more
than pays her way, and when tbe same
amount of care is bestowed upon
them as upon the cattle, the profits
are something surprising. It has been
stated over and over again by those
who have tried it and carefully noted
the results, that with the same capital
invested, and equal care and labor be
stowed upon them, hens will produce
twice the profit of cows. Now, if this
is a fact, it is time the farmers were
waking np to the possibilities of the
long despised fowl.
Farmers are looking for the dollars
as anxiously as any other class, and it
is folly to let such opportunities pass
unimproved. Many have already given
the subject attention ; they have dis
carded ‘the old way. The poultryhouse is kept scrupulously clea.n.
Fresh water is provided, and most of
all, a balanced feed is given, consist
ing of corn and wheat and clover, with
a liberal supply of freshly cut green
bone (that greatest of all egg-pro
ducers,) which supplies the craving
for animal food existing always among
fowls and too often overlooked ; and
last, but not least, plenty of clean,
sharp grit. The markets are studied
carefully, and those breeds selected
for which there is the greatest de
mand. In a word, they are as careful
in the selection and care of their fowls
as of their dairy stock, and they find
it pays in good, hard, honest dollars.
There is always a demand for fresh
eggs and fine poultry, and to meet the
demand, millions of dollars’ worth are
imported annually, which could just as
well be raised here and the money
kept at home.

foliage. One of the most noble tulip
trees, and one of the largest trees ever
measured in the East, was the great
poplar of Dinwiddle Court House. It
measured forty-three feet eight inches
in circumference three feet from the
pones, and rose perpendicularly with
out knot or blemish ninety feet to its
first limb. It is said that the diame
ter of the tree ipereased ten feet in
thirty years.—N. Y. Sun.

SAMUEL GOULDY.

AFTBR ALL OTHERS FAIL
C o n s u l t t u b F amous
S p e c i a l is t ,

This is the Most Popular Gentleman's Driving Wagon of Hew York.
Nicely Proportioned, Low Suspension of Body, extending over
both front and rear axles. I t is remarkable for ease and steadiness.
Made for two or four passengers. B u i l t a n d S o l d b y

R. H . G E A T E E ,
PROPRIETOR OF COLLEGEVILLE CARRIAGE WORKS.

John M . Latshaw,

D U .

T A V D
L U D S ,

329 N. 15th St. Mow Gallowhill, Phila., Pa.
To secure a positive and permanent cure of
F u r o r s o f Yo u t h and Loss o f M a n h o o d and
of all diseases of the B lo o d , K id n e y s , Bl a d 
d e r , S k in and N er v o u s S y stem consult at
once Dr. L o b b . He guarantees in all cases
caased by E x c e s s e s , I m p r u d e n c e or I n h e r it 
a n c e to restore to H e a l t h and S t r e n g t h by
building up the shattered nervous system' and
adding new life and energy to the broken down
constitution. Consultation and examination
free and strictly confidential. Office b urs,
daily and Sunday, from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m , and
6 to 9 evenings. Read his book on obscure dis
eases of both sexes. Sent free.
XTORRISTOWN HERALD BOOH
JlN BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling, Per
forating, Paging, Numbering, Blank Books for
Banks and Business Houses, given special atten
tion. Magazines bound and and repairing done
quickly and cheaply. Estimates cheerfully
furnished. Address, MORGAN R. WILLS,
Proprietor.
Slmr.

P A T E N T S
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES.
A Fine Lot of Summer Dusters, Horse Sheets,
Coolers and Nets—all kinds at the right prices.
Our office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
TRAPPE, PA.
The Largest Assortment of Whip© of any shop
hence can transact patent business in less time
in the county to select from.
Have had fifteen years7experience in the busi and at less cost than those remote from Wash
New and Second-hand harness always on
hand. Fair Leather saddles from $4.00 up, and ness. Harness and Horse Goods in stock, and ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
bridfes to match from $1.50 up. Open bridles, every description of harness made to order.
tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
all round, $2.00 up.
Ì3T“All kinds of repairing promptly attended to. charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents ,77 with refer
All the leading brands of cigar* and tobacco
enees to actual clients in your State, county, <>
always on hand ; box trade a specialty ; any
town.
C. A. SNOW <fe i -O-.
kind and price from 50 ets per box of fifty, up.
OYERSFORD STEAM LAUNDRY t 4 o c ) O Address
n D O S ite P a t p n t . O f f lp f t. W a f t b l t t t r t o n . T> O .

Harness Manufacturer,

W . E JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.

R

W m . Tyler, Proprietor,
FIRST AVENUE BELOW MAIN STREET.

LD HORNES aud DEAD IIOKSES
All work guaranteed to give satisfaction. Our
ard COWS will be removed by the under team will visit Collegeville every Monday and
signed upon request. Higest price paid for Thursday, and all orders placed with our Colworn-out-horses, THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.
legevilie Agent, F. P. FAR1NGEK, will receive
prompt attentiop,
Jroubrtdge, Pa,

O

SPEEDY and EASTING RESULTS.

/ ^ V F A T P E O P L E , You
inconvenience. Simple, J

Mm . .a* 1 N o
1 Ml
w thin.

J

[can stay]

I A B S O L U T E L Y FBEEl
from any injurious substance. ’

thin.

LAS3E ABDOMENS SEDUOSS.
it e .

Mass,

